Ultimate Subwoofer Performance.
BalancedForce™ subwoofers are the realization of years of
engineering by the MartinLogan team combined with the latest
innovations in advanced Digitial Signal Processing (DSP),
amplification, electrical system designs and room correction (PBK).
They are specifically designed to blend with Electrostats without
diminishing the beautiful electrostatic snap and midrange clarity. A
true no-compromise subwoofer—regardless of application

July 2014
http://bit.ly/2OuJK97
“The BF212 is one of those rare subwoofers
that can be described as essential. It
delivers uncompromised bass with clarity,
accuracy, and an utter lack of colorations.
Once it’s been tuned to a room with ML’s
Perfect Bass Kit, there’s a high likelihood
that you’ll never need another sub. Never…
it is my judgment that the BalancedForce
212 is in a class with the best subs available to the home-audio
enthusiast. The BF212 is one for the short list -- it’s required
listening for anyone who’s dead serious about the low end.
Highly recommended.” – Kevin East

October 2014
http://bit.ly/2CGLkjF
“The BalancedForce 212s are so flexible
that I can imagine them—used in almost
any room, and with almost any speaker—
restoring the tactile impact and low-end reach
that other subs usually leave by the door...
Whether or not you have MartinLogan
speakers to pair them with, I strongly, strongly
recommend the BalancedForce 212. It’s
definitely not a tubby thumper, and no imagination is needed,
because nothing is missing.” – Jon Iverson

April 2015
http://bit.ly/2uwnORN
“I can’t claim that the MartinLogan
BalancedForce 210s are the end-alls in
low-end reproduction, or that they will fool
you into thinking there is an actual standup
or electric bass sitting in your living room.
What I can say is that they have brought me
much closer to the real thing and made me a
believer in subwoofing. Now that the 210s
are in my listening room, my music–and not
just music where bass is prominent–has taken
on a new life.” – Spencer Holbert

February 2016
http://bit.ly/2TYFepg
“When coupled with the BalancedForce 210 subwoofer,
the sum performance was greater than any one speaker’s
individual achievement. I used to avoid my family room...
However, thanks to the addition of the Vanquish and Axis
speakers, I now find myself wanting to watch movies in the
family room. I would highly recommend this product if you are
considering an architectural speaker solution for your space.”
– Greg Handy
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